Vibrant Land shifting (urban) boundaries in coastal North Carolina
1. A dynamic natural landscape and a rigid human land use
- the clash of man and nature, North Carolina’s coast in crisis..
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2. Complexity of urban fabric and challenges
- natural boundaries between built and non-built space disappeared, a threat for now and in future.
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3. Challenges for design
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- re-building the essential dune-landscape to ensure
safety now and in future (climate change)
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- eliminating the large amount of paved surface to
create flexibility within the urban fabric.

- enlarging the boundary areas to make the landscape more robust and to eliminate the clash between man and nature.
- re-engage man with nature to establish a safe and
enjoyable landscape.

Boundaries (1%)

The USA east coast offers 7582 km. of high
dynamic barrier islands (fragmented coast).

The migrating island chain of North Carolina, surrounded by two
large water bodies (left; ‘sounds/marshes’, right; Atlantic ocean).

100 Years of erosion, four rows of oceanfront buildings washed out, some were
relocated.

4. Design proposal: re-activate the interaction between natural and human flows
- carefully allocating natural flows, using a tool with human scale and significance.

Strategy / concept: using ‘voids’ within landscape as a starting point for
re-building the natural boundaries in the landscape (dunes, marshes).

Highly dynamic, flowing natural landscape.

Rapid and footloose urbanization of the last decades, rigid urban fabric
(Hayman boulevard, Kitty Hawk, NC - source: Google Earth).

Assignment: engaging the shifting natural and human flows to re-gain the vibrancy, safety and resilience of this coastal landscape.

- re-gain the vibrancy of the coastal landscape by
engaging natural and human flows and their
seasonal character.

Technique of sand-fencing ellaborated, designing a multi-purpose wooden
structure, able to engage natural and human flows.

A landscape of loss and destruction.

Natural demands;
sand fencing and building dune landscape.

Cultural significance;
Folding / unfolding the structure and giving it a deeper meaning.

